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VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
 
October 12, 2011 
 
Ambassador Ron Kirk 
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative 
600 17th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20508 
 
Dear Mr. Ambassador: 
 
As you know, the telecommunications market between the United States and Mexico is the 
largest in the world – there is more annual traffic between Mexico and the U.S. than 
between the U.S. and all of Europe, combined.  With the opening of Mexico’s 
telecommunications market to competition in 1996, many American firms invested in the 
market, anticipating competitive conditions and the opportunity to offer consumers better 
prices and services on both sides of the border.  
 
However, Mexico has never succeeded in fostering a competitive marketplace. Telmex, the 
incumbent monopoly, maintains interconnection terms inconsistent with competition, and 
Mexico’s authorities have been either unable or unwilling to constrain Telmex’s monopoly 
practices. In consequence, many U.S. companies that had invested in Mexico withdrew 
from the market.  
 
As the CEOs of COMPTEL (the Competitive Communications Association) and Progress 
International - owner of COMPTEL member companies Vivaro, the largest seller of 
telephone calling cards in the United States for calling Mexico, and Marcatel, a fiber optic 
competitive carrier in Mexico - we have not given up the fight for competitive conditions in 
telecommunications in Mexico for the benefit of U.S. consumers and businesses.  
 
For years we have supported and participated diligently in the 1377 process under which 
you review compliance with international telecommunications commitments by U.S. 
trading partners.  As a follow- up to this year’s 1377 process, Jonathan McHale and Caitlin 
Fennessy of your staff did an outstanding job in furthering the interests of U.S. consumers 
and carriers.  Apprised of specific anti-competitive actions by Telmex – recordings 
appended in Mexico to calls originating in the United States, interference with U.S.-origin 
calls, denials of interconnection to competitive carriers in Mexico, and denial of private 
lines - they succeeded in eliminating the recordings within 48 hours of discussions with 
high-level Telmex executives prior to your meeting with Carlos Slim Jr. on September 28th, 
2011.  
 
The normal regulatory process in Mexico to correct these abuses has been unavailing. What 
is significant is that the collaborative effort between USTR and Cofetel (the Mexican 



telecommunications regulatory authority), conceived and spearheaded by Mr. McHale, 
succeeded in bringing about more change, more quickly, with less tension and animosity, 
than a unilateral effort by either USTR or Cofetel could have done.   
 
Mr. Ambassador, this is an excellent model on which to build as we move forward.  At the 
same time as we applaud and congratulate you on the outstanding professional performance 
of Jonathan McHale and Caitlin Fennessy, we urge you to capitalize on this success.  
Though the recordings have been eliminated, numerous other actions and anti-competitive 
practices persist.  First and foremost, about half of Mexico’s calling areas, so-called Non-
equal Access areas, remain off limits to competition through unilateral actions by Telmex, 
resulting in inordinately high costs for U.S. consumers.  Interconnection rates to mobile 
phones remain inordinately high; and competitive carriers such as Vivaro’s affiliate 
Marcatel, are not allowed to interconnect with Telmex’s mobile affiliate, Telcel.  Telmex is 
insisting on the payment of bonds in the millions of dollars to offer interconnection to some 
(but not all) carriers - an action that is discriminatory. The obligation to provision leased 
lines in a timely fashion, clearly an integral part of Mexico’s WTO commitments according 
to the WTO’s 2004 panel report on Mexico, is ignored by Telmex.   
 
Notwithstanding recent encouraging actions by Cofetel and rulings by the Mexican 
Supreme Court in the area of interconnection, which hold great promise for the future, the 
deficiencies which we have identified remain in place.  
 
As a consequence of the recent efforts by USTR, we are seeking through negotiations and 
talks directly with Telmex to resolve some of the current differences and problems. We will 
keep your office informed of all significant developments.  We hope that from time to time 
USTR will reengage when questions of principle, compliance with trade agreements, and 
the broader interests of U.S. trade policy in Mexico arise, as they certainly will.  We are 
convinced that circumstances in Mexico make the next 15 months – until the end of 
President Calderon’s term – the best opportunity in the last 15 years to advance the 
interests of competition in telecommunications in Mexico.  Mr. McHale and Ms. Fennessy 
have shown how this can be best accomplished through their quiet and effective work with 
both Cofetel and Telmex.  We wish, through you, to express our thanks and congratulations 
to them.  
 
As the CEOs of COMPTEL and its most active members, we look forward to working with 
you in this promising endeavor.  
 
Sincerely,    
 

      
 
Jerry James Robert K. Lacy 
CEO CEO 
COMPTEL Progress International 
 



 
cc:  Ambassador Miriam Sapiro, USTR 
 Ms. Christine Bliss, Office of Services and Investment, USTR 

Ms. Robin Layton, Office of Technology & Electronic Commerce, International 
Trade Administration, Department of Commerce 

   


